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The University of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Energy Center organized a
November 18-19, 2021, conference on the above topic. The conference brought together
leaders of nuclear utilities, members of the NGO (Non-Governmental Organization)
community including historic critics of nuclear power, and various academics and subject area
experts. The objective was to foster a conversation among these groups as to whether recent
developments were going to bring new nuclear power forward as an important contributor to
climate strategy and the Energy Transition.

This conversation was organized around two questions: 1) is new nuclear power going to be
needed as part of a feasible Energy Transition? and 2) if needed, could the nuclear industry
deliver the needed technologies and projects? This report will summarize the different
answers offered by the participants, their areas of convergence and their ongoing
disagreements.

One Energy Center goal was to better define the different outlooks and underlying
assumptions which shape today’s debate about new nuclear power. By sharpening the
definition of what the parties disagree on, it is hoped that ongoing discussions can focus
constructively on what truly is at issue.

At the conclusion of this Report, the UNC Energy Center will offer what it sees as the key
conclusions from the event and their policy implications. These observations are based on
what was said at the event and in subsequent exchanges with participants who reviewed
drafts of this Summary.

Consistent with the Chatham House Rule prevailing at the event, nothing in this Report will be
attributed to any speaker.

S.V. Arbogast, Director
Professor of the Practice of Finance
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Executive
Summary
(ES)

Conference Report:

It was generally accepted that climate risk is a
serious threat requiring extensive decarbonization
of the global economy. One speaker argued that
the threat was exaggerated and not worth the
extensive costs required to decarbonize, but this
view was not supported by other participants.

There is a rough consensus that new nuclear
will play some role in global climate strategy.
The principal debate is over how great a role. 
Nuclear advocates foresee a significant need for
clean, firm electric power. This is especially the
case in developing nations, such as China and
India, where there is a need to balance robust
power demand growth and decarbonization.Others
believe that nuclear’s high capital costs and
economics will ultimately compare unfavorably
with a deeper commitment to renewables and
improved versions of storage, hydrogen use,
carbon capture and other alternatives.
 

Today some 53 reactors are under construction
around the globe, almost all of these in the Eastern
Hemisphere.

Here it is worth noting that long term forecasts
made by the IEA and EIA forecast nuclear
growth in the developing world; this growth
more than offsets facilities closures in OECD
countries. 

Is New Nuclear Power is going to be
needed for a feasabible climate
strategy?

Will new nuclear be part of climate
strategy in the U.S.?  

This is a matter of sharp disagreement.
Utilities argue there is a compelling case that
new nuclear will be needed. 

Their Net Zero 2050 cases start from the premise that
existing nuclear plants must be life extended. They go
on to show large gaps in needed generation, with
new nuclear as a lead candidate to fill such gaps.
These observers see a need for ‘clean, firm electric
power’ (i.e., baseload and/or load following, reliable)
that can be resilient in the face of grid disruptions or
extreme events like weather. They cite power quality
issues and compensating for increasing amounts of
non-dispatchable generation as other factors. Finally,
they cite bi-partisan majorities in Congress, supported
by both the Trump and Biden Administrations, for
making significant investments in advanced nuclear.
By enacting these measures, they argue Washington
supports the view that new nuclear must be
developed as an option for the Energy Transition. 
 



Those skeptical or more reserved about new
nuclear’s potential offer a different U.S.
outlook. 
This formed the most fundamental area of
disagreement at the conference. 

Smaller footprints, simplified construction,
faster project schedules, all reducing
capital costs.
No operator action or AC/DC power needed
to shut down reactors; no need to add
water for reactor safety; no need for grid
connections for safety; capable of having
fence line Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ)
Daily Load following; Island-operation
capable, First Responder power in weather
events
Can be paired with hydrogen manufacture
to provide storage, 40+ % power surge
capacity that would pair well with
renewables

The ‘next-gen’ reactor designs are in the early
stages of being proven technically. Their
developers promise an attractive array of
benefits not typically provided by large LWRs.
These include:

Here, the challenges facing deployment of
new large U.S. light water reactors (LWRs) are
formidable. After the results at Summer South
Carolina and Vogtle in Georgia, today’s utility
CEOs are emphatic in saying they will not ‘bet
their companies’ on future such projects. 

In this alternative Transition outlook, deep
decarbonization of U.S. electricity can be
accomplished without new nuclear.  Most
existing plants stay online, but new nuclear
plants are primarily seen as economically
uncompetitive versus alternatives.  In this view
steadily improving renewables and storage are
combined with retaining gas-fired plants for ~20%
of generation and running these plants on
hydrogen or other low carbon fuels.  

Complementary contributions come from hydro,
geothermal, biofuels and new long-distance
transmission.  Advocates of this view say its
approach will not only outcompete new
nuclear economically but also avoid nuclear’s
safety, waste and proliferation externalities. 
 This outlook will be discussed at more length in
the full report below.

Can new U.S. nuclear be based on
existing Large Light Water Reactor
technology?   

There is a minority view that large LWRs (Gen-
3) are the type now being built around the
world. Results in the UAE and elsewhere
suggest that these plants can be completed
without the delays and large overruns that
characterized Summer and Vogtle. In this view,
the mistakes at the U.S. locations should be
used as learning experiences; future large
LWRs should therefore not be ruled out. 
 

Do Next Generation reactors offer a
path forward for New Nuclear?   



Most important, these next-gen designs offer utilities the flexibility to size new
nuclear in a range from ~100-900 Megawatts (MW). This smaller size combined with the
smaller footprints and promised construction benefits could offer utilities relief from the
‘bet the company’ risk that presently deters their undertaking new large LWR projects.

While the next-gen reactors come with promises of improved safety performance
and reduced capital costs, they will be giving up ‘scale.’ As currently envisioned,
next-gen projects will offer 1/10-1/3 the power of typical large LWRs. Moreover, the
new designs need to address residual concerns related to terrorism, waste
handling, and nuclear proliferation. These issues could also affect next-gen reactors’
economic viability.  Some observers say that next-gen reactors have yet to
demonstrate they can meet a minimum standard of being as safe as the current
LWR fleet. Potentially less economic than existing plants and with enhanced safety claims
yet to be proven, skeptical observers see new nuclear playing only a marginal role in U.S.
climate strategy. 

To prove their economics, the next-gen
reactors will need to ‘count on’ being able

to build a series of plants. 



Next-gen reactors emphasize modular construction, much of which is done at the factory
rather than the plant site. This makes manufacturing economies of scale of special
importance for the new reactor types. An ongoing set of projects would allow the industry
to reestablish manufacturing and contractor capabilities. Doing so could allow next-gen
reactors to move down the cost curve in a manner like what happened with renewables.
That said, next-gen reactor gains will be relative to competing technologies like
renewables, battery storage and hydrogen which could also see unit cost
improvements over time. 

Assuming some of the next-gen designs demonstrate enhanced safety and dispatchable
power features, their ‘first of a kind’ projects would also need to show potential to be
economic investments. Thus, the ‘demonstration economics’ of the first ‘at-scale’ next-
gen projects will be critical to the industry being willing to risk follow-on projects.

Or

There are three ways in which the next-gen demonstration projects can be given the
best opportunity to show their economic potential: 

01.
First, design sponsors and the U.S. utilities can direct initial next-gen project to ‘brownfield
sites,’ including former fossil fuel facilities.  Using such sites offers existing infrastructure that will
reduce investment costs and cut the risk of project overruns.  

02.
Second, it can happen by the U.S. landing on a ‘next-gen reactor product’ for international
sales.  Such a product would combine technical and economic feasibility with U.S. government
protocols covering safety and proliferation risks.  Successful efforts overseas  would enable
next-gen reactors to demonstrate their viability in locations committed to facilitating nuclear
power.  It could also generate an international order book for U.S. manufacturers and
contractors.  

03.
Third, some parts of the U.S. or the Federal government could establish zero carbon
power mandates that contain specific targets for nuclear.  Directionally this has already
happened at the state level, where new nuclear can be counted against the state’s Clean
Energy Standard. Expanded Portfolio standards of this type would contribute to the buildout of
the next-gen reactor supply chain.  



Competitive U.S. power markets
generally do not recognize important
attributes of nuclear plants. This has
contributed to the early closure of plants in
states like New York and California. The
potential of next-gen designs to
contribute to the U.S. Transition will thus
be limited by the structural hostility of
these current market designs. Initial next-
gen reactors will most likely be located in
traditional power markets where such plants
can enter the utility’s rate base.

Competitive U.S. power markets will
need restructuring if new nuclear is to
be a major U.S. Transition contributor.
This restructuring should recognize the
contributions from all technologies of
firm capacity, load following capability,
resiliency and low carbon. Such a
restructuring would go far towards fairly
valuing the full grid contributions of next-
generation U.S. nuclear reactors. 

Competitive Power markets will limit
U.S. New Nuclear unless
restructured   

ES Conclusions
Next-gen reactors could enable new U.S. nuclear to
contribute to Net Zero power at home and provide a
strong American product for developing countries.  If
realized, their promised improvements in terms of lower
capital costs, improved safety, load-following flexibility,
and reduced risk of cost overruns could go far in a
addressing the issues which have deterred nuclear
investments in the U.S. Such an outcome would add a
major zero carbon option to global decarbonization
efforts. Much however depends upon what is learned
from the demonstration projects taking shape overseas
and in a couple of U.S. locations. A comparison will be
made with these project results versus cost trends in
renewables + storage.  Repurposing coal plants and/or
winning a series of international orders would offer the
best prospects for ‘first of a kind’ new U.S. nuclear
project to succeed.  

This Report will now examine these high-level
conclusions and the associated conference discussions
in more detail.
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The conference unfolded by exploring a series of questions, which
issues are replicated below. The discussion revealed some areas

of convergence, others of serious disagreement, and some
conclusions which point to policy implications. 

 
The UNC Energy Center’s view of these conclusions and policy

implications is provided at the end of this report.
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#1 Is Nuclear Power going to be
needed as part of climate
strategy? 

Questions
Discussed

New Nuclear power will be needed as part of the global
approach to the energy transition.  Virtually all energy
outlooks foresee a rapid growth of electricity demand
accompanying the economic development of
emerging market economies.  Meeting this growth while
simultaneously de-carbonizing their power sectors will be a
formidable challenge.  New nuclear power offers scale, zero
carbon power with high-capacity factors that can
complement growing capacity from intermittent renewables.

Today, countries like China and India account for almost
half of global greenhouse gas emissions.  Climate studies
expect emissions from these and other developing
countries to continue growing throughout this decade. 
 These countries start with a sharper conflict between their
economic/growth goals and climate concerns.  Other
developing nations start with weaker electricity grids and
possess both fewer energy options and limited financial
resources.  Emissions progress in the developing world
would thus seem to require contributions from many
low carbon sources, with those selected being as cost
effective as possible.  

Discussion at the conference reflected a range of
perspectives on how much new nuclear will contribute
globally.  Utility executives and some subject area experts
foresaw extensive growth in power needs across the
developing world and that large scale new nuclear was well
suited to provide clean, firm power to meet this demand.  In
effect, this view sees the scale of the energy demand
growth as the key factor driving an important role for
new nuclear.  Other perspectives felt that developing
countries have more options than are recognized, that
renewables will be cheaper than new nuclear and that high
capital costs and the challenges of addressing nuclear’s
externality issues will tend to dampen developing country
nuclear appetite.



New nuclear in the developing world poses certain advantages even as it raises challenging
questions. New nuclear offers developing economies clean, firm, large scale power to address their
growing loads. Once built, it also constitutes domestic-sourced power; consequently, it helps
developing economies address the security risks associated with importing oil and gas. Finally,
once built it is relatively immune to price inflation. These factors largely account for the attraction new
nuclear holds for countries like China, India and possibly others like Brazil.

That said, conference participants also identified issues that may impact new nuclear’s potential in
developing countries. All the reactors under construction in these countries are large, light water plants. 
 As such they are expensive in terms of upfront capital cost.  Not all developing countries will be
able to afford such projects. Many also use Chinese or Russian technology.  Developing countries
vary in terms of their regulatory/safety regime robustness or their ability to address issues like
waste and proliferation.  A large, developing-world buildout of Russian or Chinese nuclear technologies
thus poses a variety of risks.  More to the point, it also poses the potential that developing country new
nuclear might progress on a basis that marginalizes the kind of safeguards which conference
observers feel are essential to avoid catastrophic risk events which can discredit new nuclear as an
option.

Next-gen U.S. technologies packaged with western and proliferation protocols could mitigate
some, possibly many of these risks.  As of today however, the U.S. does not have a next-gen
technology ‘in the race.’  The U.S. was successful in applying its regulatory/proliferation protocols to the
new plants coming online in the United Arab Emirates (U.A.E.)  That precedent will be helpful to follow-on
efforts by the next-gen U.S. companies.  This will be discussed further below in the section on ‘Can the
Industry Deliver?’

Finally, it is worth noting that in its 2021 Energy Outlook the IEA foresees global nuclear power
usage growing from 2020’s 2696 Terawatt hours (TWh) to 4449 and 4714 TWh in 2050 respectively
under its Announced Pledges and Sustainable Development scenarios (see Exhibit 1).  China’s
nuclear fleet grows from 366 TW in 2020 to 1450-1522 TW in 2050.  The comparable figures for India
are 46 TW and 292-303 TW.  Also of interest is that IEA projects nuclear’s Levelized Costs of Electricity
(LCOEs) in these two countries at 50-60% of costs forecast for the U.S. or Europe.

This outlook suggests that a significant international nuclear industry will exist, contributing a large amount of
zero carbon electricity to the locations currently most associated with rising GHG emissions and persistent
use of coal-fired generation.  



This question exposed one area of consensus
and also the largest topic of contention at the
conference. Existing nuclear utilities all
affirm they cannot achieve targets for Net
Zero emissions by 2050 without preserving
their existing nuclear capacity. By and large
this view was supported by the NGOs,
though specific plants with locational issues or
problematic histories may not, in their view, be
worth preserving.

The question of whether new nuclear will be
needed for U.S. de-carbonization exposed
sharply divergent views. The utility
perspective, echoed by some other
observers, was that new nuclear is a leading
candidate to provide the ‘clean, firm’ power
demand they see in their forecasts. The NGO
perspective strongly doubts this. In their
view, there will be other alternatives that can
supplement the buildout of renewables and
battery storage. These alternatives will offer
dispatchable power and, given nuclear’s
history of disappointments on cost, are
likely to prove more economic. These NGOs
are also skeptical of next generation reactors’
ability to address nuclear’s longstanding safety,
waste, and proliferation risks.

#2 Is Nuclear Power going to be
needed as part of U.S. Climate
Strategy? 

The utility perspective here is shaped by four factors:

Projected load growth driven by de-carbonization, 
The challenge of replacing high-capacity fossil fuel plants
with   lower capacity intermittent power, 
Load following, and resiliency issues associated with
deep renewables penetration, and 
Power quality. 

1.
2.

3.

4.

They see the growth in electricity load from de-
carbonization as requiring a massive build out of new
generation capacity to replace existing coal and
possibly natural gas plants. As illustrated in Exhibit 2, to
achieve Net Zero by 2050 Duke Energy foresees having to
expand their generation fleet from 57 Gigawatts (GW) to 105
GW. This expansion includes a renewables buildout to 40
GW and installation of 12 GW of storage. Even with these
efforts, all of Duke’s existing nuclear fleet must have its
operating life extended. Moreover, there are 13 GW of
‘unidentified’ in the buildout. Duke then identifies and
discusses next-gen, small modular reactors as one of two
leading candidates (along with carbon capture) to fill this gap.



A generation buildout of this nature has never been attempted by U.S. utilities. This is a challenge
that combines huge growth with the issues associated with integrating massive amounts of
intermittent power into operations. For traditional regulated utilities who are charged with ‘an obligation to
serve,’ this transition involves increasing risks of struggles ‘to keep the lights on,’ maintain power quality, and
handle the ebbs and flows of demand within each day.Power quality is a particular concern.  More frequent
and more volatile fluctuations in generation can impact the voltage and frequency ranges that must be
maintained to assure machines and plants can operate without disruptions. Adding more intermittent power
to generation will put pressure on these power quality dimensions. Consequently, the utilities see value in
having an adequate foundation of ‘clean, firm’ power which will be resilient in the face of weather events,
sustain consistent power quality and which can assure that battery storage can be recharged within a 24-
hour period. After surveying this slate of challenges, utility CEOs at the conference affirmed that
they ‘cannot reach Net Zero 2050 without nuclear.’

Utilities in competitive markets currently see little incentive to invest either in new capacity or in grid
resiliency. Some of these firms are also under economic and political pressure to close existing
nuclear plants. Consequently, they are unlikely to invest in new nuclear capacity unless/until their markets
are restructured. Clean Energy Standards (CES) that incorporate nuclear into the qualifying power
sources have been adopted in some competitive market U.S. states. These could, if combined with
fiscal incentives like long term capacity markets and/or zero carbon credits, incentivize merchant generators
to consider next-gen nuclear, especially if they see load growth growing in response to de-carbonization.

The NGO perspective presented at the conference is different on many counts. This perspective is
based in part on ‘deep de-carbonization’ models of the U.S. electricity market. These models suggest the
feasibility of deploying renewable and other low carbon solutions to meet up to 80-90% of
electricity market demand. Exhibit 3 shows power contributions provided by a large buildout of solar
capacity and storage with contributions from onshore and offshore wind. Hydro, biofuels, geothermal,
contribute smaller amounts of capacity to the ultimate 2050 generation stack. Much existing nuclear
capacity is kept online, but little net new capacity is added. Nuclear’s share of GW capacity and TWhs
remains roughly consistent with today. This suggests at most a marginal role for new nuclear in this
view of the future.



Another feature of this deep de-carbonization study is its approach to handling the intermittency inherent in
its extensive reliance on wind/solar power. The study asserts it will be viable to keep the grid operating
with a remaining fleet of natural gas plants that are operated as peaker plants. Moreover, these
plants will no longer run natural gas but be fired by hydrogen or biogas. A relatively constant fleet of
500-600 GWs sees its production drop from 700-800 TWhs to ~200 TWhs by 2050. By the end of this
period, such plants will be fully depreciated assets, possibly allowing them to be operated economically in a
strictly load following capacity.

Several premises lay behind this Deep Decarbonization Study. One is that new nuclear will be too
expensive relative to renewables plus storage, the costs of which are perceived to have declined
sharply. Here the history of nuclear’s project delays and cost overruns is cited. These examples apply not
only to the recent Vogtle and Summer project execution debacles but to other large nuclear projects dating
back to the 1980s. The second is that new nuclear will continue to present versions of the historic
safety, waste and proliferation issues which contributed to its losing favor several decades ago.  A
third is that new reactors will take too long to build to contribute materially to timely decarbonization.
This concern reflects the urgency on emissions reduction expressed in recent IGCC and other climate
reports. These issues will be discussed in more detail in the ‘Can the Industry Deliver?’ section below. 

Certain premises in the Deep Decarbonization Study were critiqued by the industry participants. One
concerned the grid reliability and power quality assumptions embedded in the Study. Industry participants
questioned whether the 24/7 customer expectations on power availability would be met under the
study’s assumptions. They argued that renewable and storage capacity that would have to be
overbuilt to assure that the last 10-30% of capacity was reliable; they further questioned whether
power supplies would be reliable even with such overbuilding. They also argued that such overbuilding
would prove very inefficient, resulting in rising, not falling power costs. Germany was cited as a case
supporting this concern.

Another premise challenged by industry was the Study’s reliance on long distance transmission
lines to move wind and solar from good natural resource locations to demand centers. Such transmission is
also needed to balance load and move surplus renewable power across regional markets. Industry
participants were skeptical that states and local communities would soon allow such transmission
buildouts to occur. Here they cited efforts to bring Oklahoma wind to eastern markets, which plans were
blocked by resistance in states like Arkansas. The time needed to overcome such obstacles raises
doubts in their minds about whether the generation strategy outlined in the Study can be achieved
within the urgent timeframe laid out in the IGCC and other climate studies. The time needed to gain
acceptance for new projects will thus be a factor determining the relative contributions of both new
nuclear and new wind/solar to the generation capacity growth envisioned for Transition.



#3

The answer to this question is decidedly
TBD (To Be Determined). The industry faces
many obstacles to delivering new nuclear
projects and there are more than a few reasons
for expecting that it will be challenged in doing
so. Next generation nuclear designs promise an
array of benefits which, if demonstrated, could
make them attractive options for utilities
implementing Net Zero emissions strategies. As
of the date of this conference, none of the next-
gen designs has completed an at scale project
demonstrating what it can deliver.

The promised array of benefits is extensive.
Exhibit 4 provides an example of such claims by
one Next-gen reactor firm. The biggest is relief
from the ‘bet the company risk’ which large
LWR projects like Summer SC and Vogtle GA
dramatically presented. Some of this relief
comes from smaller scale. The next-gen
reactors are all small modular designs where
project size will reflect some compilation of
individual ~40-60 MW modules operated in
series. Most industry estimates see this
approach producing projects in the 100-900 MW
range, approximately 1/20-1/2 the size of
Southern Company’s Vogtle project. Smaller
equals less capital cost and a smaller impact
from overruns on a given project. Next-gen firms
also emphasize that building the reactors in
factories will simplify project construction and
reduce the risk of recycle and delay which large
LWR projects repeatedly demonstrated.

Can the U.S. Industry Deliver
‘New Nuclear’ if it is 
Needed for Climate Strategy?

Next-gen reactors also promise to be safer than their
predecessors. A key claim is that they can shut down
without human intervention. The technologies here vary
from passive shutdown features also claimed for Gen-3
LWRs to reliance on different coolants (e.g., liquid
sodium) or heat repositories (molten salt). If
demonstrated, these advantages could go some
distance towards lessening longstanding fears of
catastrophic accidents at nuclear plants.

Next-gen nuclear’s biggest challenge is economic.
Many existing nuclear plants are struggling, especially in
competitive power markets. These plants have sunk
investment costs and long lives, yet they often cannot
compete on price with renewables and natural gas.
Thus, observers ask: how can new nuclear plants,
which must amortize heavy upfront capital costs,
hope to compete? Next-gen reactors compound this
issue with aforementioned loss of scale. Given
problematic economics and a need to demonstrate the
technology at scale, some observers also doubt that
next-gen nuclear will materialize in time to help on climate
mitigation.



The next-gen reactor economic challenge is
compounded by expectations that the first
projects will cost 2X or more capital versus
what ‘lined-out’ plants will require. The risk
here is that another round of large cost overruns
will discourage follow-on projects. This risk is
mitigated by the fact that smaller scale comes
with a smaller capital price tag and thus less ‘bet
the company’ risk. Still, the new technologies will
likely need the prospect of steady orders over
time to see supply chains develop and mature.
This will be especially important for next-gen
nuclear, given that the existing U.S. LWR supply
chain has atrophied since the 1980s.

Next-gen nuclear may offer other credits that
could compensate for its loss of scale. First
among these is the plan to construct reactors in
factories as modular designs. This accounts for
several benefits which next-gen reactors claim: 

unit capital costs should decline as standardized
designs benefit from line-out factory production,
and
project overrun and delay risks should be
reduced, as the complexity of field installation is
simplified. Here it is worth noting that the
massive workforces to be mobilized for large
LWRs are markedly downsized when project
development changes to installing and
connecting completed reactor sets.

Other credits may materialize if next-gen
reactor claims of enhanced safety and
operating flexibility prove true. Several of the
new reactor technologies state that they can
‘fail’/shut down ‘passively,’ i.e., without human
intervention. As such, they claim not to need
several of the safeguards typically required for
large LWRs. For example, they indicate no need
for large Emergency Planning Zones (EPZ)
outside the plant fence; backup diesel generators
and the O&M associated with keeping them
ready may also be reduced or eliminated.  One
next-gen producer indicated it had already
received NRC guidelines within which it could
define its technology’s EPZ to be the plant fence
line (see Exhibit 4). Here is should be noted
that several observes consider these benefits
as at best unproven and more likely doubtful
to materialize.

1.

2.

As regards operating flexibility, running 5-10
next-gen reactors in series may open up more
possibility for such plants to be ‘load-
following.’  Some large LWRs were originally
designed to allow ramping up/down, but designs
were then modified to emphasize the economics
of running full-out.  Presumably, small reactors
operating in series offer more potential for
individual units being ramped up or down. 
 Whether this is more economic than planning
for running in base load is TBD. Some next-
gen technologies also envision channeling off-
peak power into hydrogen production, which
fuel would then be available for use in combustion
turbines.  In one example, a 350 MW next-gen
reactor claimed that through the use of molten-salt
storage during non-peak hours, it could surge to
540 MW by channeling off-peak hydrogen
production into subsequent peak-time combustion.



05.

Foreign orders for next-gen U.S. reactors could also help industry economics.  At present, the U.S. doesn’t really have
a proprietary nuclear technology that can economically compete with lower cost Russian and Chinese designs.  Next-gen
designs could provide that product and possibly secure multi-year orders.  These would help build out the needed U.S.
supply chain.  Interest from Canada and some East European countries in next-gen designs suggests the
possibility of future orders along these lines.

The net economics from these cross current claims are undefined and won’t be known for years.  The  economics
of next-gen reactors will only be known after the following occur:

Demonstration plants provide more data on capital costs, construction ease, and the validity of plant safety claims
The NRC, after listening to testimony from industry and the NGO community, decides which safety claims, if any, support 
 changes in plant footprint, design and operating requirements
One or more at scale projects are completed and demonstrate the potential for economic returns for future plants; then some
level of government subsidy improves the economics and financing of the first wave of at scale, next-gen reactors.
A supply chain for future plants comes into being on the basis of an order book, foreign and domestic, sufficient to justify
investments along the chain.

In sum, the nuclear industry’s ability to deliver new projects is going to depend upon the successful
demonstration of the next-gen technologies and an industry judgement that numerous projects can be justified.
Such a decision could bring into being a supply chain which could deliver lower costs and progressively more favorable plant
economics. The successful demonstration of these technologies outside the U.S. could go far towards encouraging U.S.
utilities to adopt next-gen reactors as a major component of their Net Zero game plans.

1.
2.

3.

4.

We can not get to net zero by 2050
without Nuclear.
Major Utility CEO.



There exists a rough consensus that NRC
regulatory oversight is not a significant
obstacle to the nuclear industry delivering new
projects. Expectations are that the new Part 53
rules hold the potential for a simplified licensing
framework for the new nuclear technologies, and
that Part 50 is better than Part 52 for the next-gen
demonstration projects.

Another major point of convergence is that
merchant power markets will need to be
restructured if new nuclear projects are to
become a) economic and b) sufficiently
numerous to materially impact U.S. climate
strategy. Competitive markets will have to develop
structures which recognize new nuclear’s full slate
of contributions: e.g., zero carbon, firm capacity,
high resiliency and load following capability.

Areas of
Convergence
on Nuclear,
Climate
Strategy, & Can
the industry
Deliver?

There were several broad areas of consensus among
the participants.  Even the most skeptical agreed that
climate warming was real and that emissions
reductions should be pursued.  One presenter made
the case that climate change would not be that costly
economically and combating it with far reaching revisions
to global energy infrastructure may not be justified.  This
position was not endorsed by other speakers.

There was also broad agreement that the existing
nuclear fleet is an important contributor of low
carbon power.  Most should be preserved even at the
cost of modifying existing power markets.  Going
forward, rigorous safety criteria should be applied to site-
specific decisions.

Implicit in the consensus to preserve existing
nuclear was agreement that overall, the U.S. nuclear
industry has operated large light water reactors
safely.  Such operations set a minimum standard to be
met by any advanced nuclear technologies.

That said, there was also broad agreement that large
light water reactors are not likely to be the project of
choice for new U.S. nuclear.  Shareholder utilities see
these as ‘bet the company’ choices with too great a
likelihood of losing the bet.  If new nuclear is to happen in
the U.S., the first projects will most likely employ small
modular reactor designs that limit the financial downside
for investor-owned utilities. 



Finally, there is general agreement that the U.S.
nuclear project execution supply chain has
atrophied and would have to be rebuilt for new
nuclear to contribute materially to U.S. climate
strategy. Also, there was broad concern that
NIMBY resistance (Not in My Back Yard) may be
a big obstacle to the timely progress of U.S.
climate strategies. Whether the subject was land
for solar and wind power, rights-of-way for
transmission lines, or siting new nuclear plants, local
community and state resistance is seen as likely to
delay projects, drive up costs and generally impede
the Energy Transition.

Areas of Divergence: Nuclear,
Climate Strategy, & Can the
industry Deliver?

Unsurprisingly, there were major areas of disagreement. 
 The biggest involved the reliability, timeliness and costs
associated with the non-nuclear U.S. deep
decarbonization scenario.  The study could be
considered as posing a competitive decarbonization
plan versus ones incorporating significant new nuclear
capacity.

There is fundamental disagreement about whether the
80-90% renewables penetration outlined in the deep
decarbonization study can be achieved without major
issues in reliability and power quality. Study authors cite
high levels of penetration which have been achieved in some
U.S. states for parts of a year.  They further argue that
demand-side management, more storage and long-distance
transmission can mitigate power quality risks. They further
see hydrogen-fueled combustion plants, concentrated solar,
hydro and geothermal as providing the dispatchable power
needed to complement a high renewables-base grid.

Other participants argued that such macro projections overlook the real-time problems which deep penetration by
intermittent power will impose on the grid.  To cite two examples, observers noted the grid connectivity upgrade issues
currently impacting solar project execution. Current projects are facing extensive delays because of studies required to
identify transmission and other upgrades required to accommodate more intermittent power. These observers further
outlined the economic and physical ‘ramping issues’ which surviving gas plants would face when called upon to offset the
intermittency of wind/solar at 80-90% penetration (see Exhibit 5). Longer term an extensive buildout of DC microgrids may be
required to accommodate such high levels of renewable generation. If those issues materialize, skeptics argue they will feed
back on the capital needed for grid modifications and on power costs.



Another area of disagreement concerned the likely economic attractiveness
of new nuclear power. The case against new nuclear is that there will be
cheaper and safer ways to accomplish targeted emissions reductions. The
deep de-carbonization study presented at the conference is a representative model
of this alternative.  Those skeptical of new nuclear’s potential point to nuclear’s
historical record of large overruns and project delays and compare this with wind and
solar’s histories of declining electricity costs. They then emphasize the
aforementioned issue of loss of scale via the adoption of small, modular nuclear
designs. Studies by EIA and others showing advanced nuclear LCOEs exceeding
$88/MWh versus stand-alone solar and onshore wind at $37-40/MWh are cited to
buttress the case.

The response to this critique emphasized that new nuclear’s economics will
be determined by a manufacturing and construction model very different
from historic LWR projects. They further noted that new nuclear’s competitiveness
must be judged relative to the alternatives available as decarbonization unfolds. Here
they emphasize that renewable costs must be calculated on an ‘all-in’ basis, i.e.,
providing the same capacity and dispatchable power as a nuclear plant. They further
note that the deep decarbonization study relies on buildouts of battery storage and
long-distance transmission, plus demand-side management and a range of power
sources, e.g., hydrogen, geothermal, and biogas, whose availability and future costs
are hard to predict. 



Several NGOs can be expected to remain skeptical regarding industry/next-
gen company claims for new nuclear technologies. This reflects past NGO
experience with Gen-3 reactors, which industry touted as both safer and
easier to construct. Some NGOs continue to point out that whatever benefits next-
gen reactors may claim, all serious risks will not be eliminated. As an example, they
point out scenarios where new coolants can catch on fire under certain
circumstances; such risks underlie their concern that the new technologies should
not justify a relaxation of current operating and safety rules. They further see little
improvement in next-gen reactor proliferation risk. This is especially the case for
those technologies requiring more highly enriched fuel, little of which is produced
within the United States.

While more open to persuasion, major nuclear utilities are also in ‘show me’
mode regarding next-gen reactors. Their Transition plans show a range of options
rather than an unequivocal commitment to new nuclear. They are unclear about the
economics of next-gen reactors, especially given their expectation that the first at-
scale plants will cost 2+X the capital of ‘Nth plant’ projects. With that said, they do
believe that modular designs will mitigate ‘bet the company risk.’ They also
believe that the enhanced safety, once demonstrated, could justify relief
from specific current rules, e.g., the extent of Emergency Planning Zones.

 



The current energy crisis in Europe is improving the
chances of new nuclear projects coming online
sooner than 2030. Both France and the U.K. have
announced ambitious nuclear building programs.
These projects will likely be of the large LWR
variety. Their realization and the associated revival
of a large, non-Chinese/Russian LWR supply chain,
may provide U.S. utilities with a chance to
reconsider whether such projects should again be
contemplated.

UNC Energy
Center
Conclusions
and Policy
Implications

The deep decarbonization study presented at the
conference is an important reference case for
comparative analysis. It sets out what would have to
happen to accomplish decarbonization of the U.S. power
industry with little contribution from new nuclear power. In
effect, this case indicates that new nuclear will compete
with a massive buildout of solar and wind + storage, plus
the creation of a hydrogen/biogas industry that fuels
natural gas plants operated as peakers. Significant new
long-distance transmission is also embedded in this case
to assure that the new wind and solar are located where
land is affordable, and the natural resource is robust.

There is much that ‘would have to happen’ for this deep
decarbonization scenario to be realized. Consequently,
critiques of new nuclear as ‘not ready in time’ for the
Transition must consider whether the non-nuclear
alternative suffers from the same issue. Perhaps a better
perspective would be to consider both pathways as
options that could crystalized in the 2030s, and to let
them compete as such. It may also be the case that
each will be realized in part, and that they may even be
complementary.

Current regulatory approaches towards U.S.
infrastructure will be one of the biggest barriers to
realizing deep decarbonization, either with or without new
nuclear. Changing this will require popular support to
back corrective legislation. The NGO community can
help this come to pass by deciding that climate is the top
priority issue, and that legacy environmental concerns
should not constitute an absolute barrier to infrastructure
development. Common sense reforms incorporating
costs/benefits and limiting the number and time devoted
to court challenges would benefit most if not all transition
options currently in play.



European programs may at some point incorporate next-gen
reactors. The odds of Eastern European countries progressing
already-planned trials of next-gen reactors are improving. This
acceleration favors light water reactor SMRs, which
technology these countries know better how to operate.
Countries which have closed large LWR plants, such as
Germany and Italy, should closely follow next-gen projects in
Eastern Europe. If they succeed, these countries can consider
installing such reactors on the sites of their closed plants. See
the discussion below of ‘brownfield sites. These developments
also constitute an opportunity for the U.S. to learn what the
new designs offer in terms of cost, performance, and time to
build. These learnings would illustrate what becomes possible
inside a regulatory environment where there is commitment to
building nuclear as part of an integrated climate and energy
security policy.

There is a strong need for a U.S. nuclear technology to be
available to developing nations. Despite NGO claims to the
contrary, developing nations have fewer options for powering
their higher rates of economic growth. This can be seen in
many nations’ continued reliance on coal and indications they
plan to continue growing GHG emissions for years to come. 
 Existing nuclear offers these nations immediate
decarbonization possibilities while bringing scale and firm
power to their grids. 

Financing and technology transfer issues will be constraints in
many developing countries, but the largest ones, China, India,
Brazil, South Africa and the Persian Gulf states, have
demonstrated capacity to overcome these hurdles. Today
however, Chinese and Russian nuclear technology is readily
available, and those countries actively promote its adoption by
developing nations. This poses a variety of risks, including less
than robust safety and proliferation safeguards. Without a U.S.
‘horse in the race,’ the chances of widespread adoption of
Russian and Chinese nuclear technology and associated fuel
supplies is considerable. Getting one or several U.S. options
into the international market should be both a climate and a
national security goal.

U.S. next-gen technologies could provide that U.S. ‘horse in
the race. There is a significant win-win opportunity here. The
smaller capital costs of SMR projects can expand new
nuclear’s feasibility to developing countries with less financing
capacity. Meanwhile, international demonstration projects can
inform U.S. utilities about the veracity of next-gen safety,
operating and economic claims. The U.S. government should
support foreign demonstration projects with diplomatic
protocols and financing geared to harvesting learnings for the
U.S. market.

There are clearly more obstacles in the U.S. to new
nuclear’s participation in the Transition. U.S. utilities’
ability to deliver sufficient new nuclear projects face
many obstacles. Foremost among these are
problematic economics, especially in the geographically
extensive merchant power markets. If next-gen reactor
projects produce cost results like those of recent LWR
projects, a U.S. new nuclear renaissance could prove
stillborn. Restructuring merchant power markets to
incentivize capacity, resiliency and low carbon power
would go far towards expanding the U.S. market for
new nuclear. Existing capacity markets, like that in
PJM, do not at present provide such incentives.

There exist several other ways for next-gen nuclear’s
economic challenges to be mitigated. Two of these can
be undertaken by U.S. companies: 1) plan next-gen
nuclear projects at utility ‘brownfield sites;’ and 2)
undertake international projects in locations where
public policy and regulatory regimes are supportive.
The third option, a Nuclear Portfolio Standard, requires
action by states and/or the federal government.



Nuclear utilities should evaluate and publicize the
economic advantages of demonstrating next-gen
reactors at ‘brownfield’ sites.  Some are existing
nuclear plants originally designed for more
reactors than were built.  Others are closed LWR
or coal-fired plant sites.  These sites offer many
benefits:

Here it is worth noting that Terra-Power’s next-gen
demonstration project will be at a Wyoming coal plant
site.  Brownfield sites could materially lower the capital
needed for the initial at-scale next-gen reactor projects. 
 This may assist such projects to demonstrate the
economic viability needed to encourage utility
commitments to the further projects needed to coax a
supply chain into being.

They already enjoy site approvals covering a range
of issues from geologic soundness to community
acceptance
They can become repurposed locations capitalizing
on existing installed infrastructure, e.g., transmission
lines, control buildings, etc.  
Site prep, including access roads, logistics and
utilities, may be in place

1.

2.

3.

Undertaking international projects is the second way for
next-gen reactors to encourage a U.S. supply chain to
develop.  Here we would note the activity of firms like
NuScale and the interest of governments in Poland and
Romania in a U.S.-backed next-gen product.  The NRC but
also agencies, like the State Department and DOE should
work to support the leading next-gen reactor technologies
so they can compete for business with a U.S. approved
package of operating, safety and non-proliferation rules.

A Nuclear Portfolio Standard (NPS) lodged inside a broader
Clean Energy Standard (CES) would be a third way to help
next-gen reactors buildout a supportive supply chain.  Such
a standard would operate much like the Renewable
Portfolio Standards, i.e., it would require a certain
percentage of new low carbon generation to be nuclear.  As
a subset of a broader CES, it could be targeted initially
towards utilities in regulated markets or merchant markets
with adequate capacity and zero carbon pricing structures.



To deal with the nuclear waste issue, the industry and the NGO community should explore whether
consensus environmental law overseen by a federal agency can be achieved for waste repository sites. 
 To date, attempts to craft such law have failed to achieve either consensus or legislative passage.  That
said, an emerging consensus that new nuclear may be needed for climate strategy could pave the way
for more fruitful negotiations on waste.  Recent efforts to define geologic secure storage for captured CO2
have achieved some results. If such law can be crafted for nuclear waste, it may enable several states to
agree with the industry on new storage sites.  Migrating from at-installation storage to closely regulated,
multiple repositories could mitigate concerns regarding waste handling, transportation and nuclear
proliferation risks.

Finally, the nuclear utilities should, upon completion of their life-extension efforts for existing plants,
publicize the conditions under which next-gen reactors would be favored as building blocs of their Net
Zero plans.  This would set firm targets for the next-gen reactor firms and provide a basis for supply chain
providers to plan their own expansion.
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Advanced nuclear – Advanced nuclear includes a wide range of small modular light-water reactors
(SMRs) and advanced non-light-water reactor designs. Small modular light-water reactors are closest to
commercial deployment, with early designs targeting commercial operations in the mid-to-late 2020s.
Advanced non-light-water reactor concepts are also under development and are expected to be
commercially available in the 2030s.
Carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) – CCUS technologies for the power sector are in the
early stages of deployment, with a few small-scale projects on coal having achieved commercial operation
and several natural gas projects currently in development, spurred by the 45Q tax credit, which provides an
incentive for utilizing or storing captured CO2. Demonstration of CCUS at scale for natural gas power plants
is an important milestone for commercial deployment in the power sector, as is building public,
environmental and regulatory confidence around the transportation of captured CO2 and its utilization and
geologic storage.
Hydrogen and other gases (including renewable natural gas) – Hydrogen and other low- or zero-
carbon fuels are increasingly gaining attention for their potential to contribute to a net-zero carbon grid. For
example, many existing natural gas turbines are already capable of co-firing hydrogen, and vendors are
focused on developing models capable of firing 100 percent hydrogen. Key opportunities include
costeffectively producing hydrogen (or other gases, including renewable natural gas) from very low- or
zerocarbon processes and ensuring safe and effective methods of transportation.
Long-duration energy storage – Long-duration energy storage includes a wide range of thermal,
mechanical and chemical technologies capable of storing energy for days, weeks or even seasons, such
as molten salt, compressed/liquefied air, sub-surface pumped hydro, power to gas (e.g., hydrogen,
discussed above) and advanced battery chemistries. These technologies are at various stages of research,
development, demonstration and early deployment

Zero-Emitting Load-Following Resources

Our analysis makes it clear that advanced very low- or zero-emitting technologies that can be dispatched to
meet energy demand are needed for Duke Energy to transition to its net-zero carbon future.

There are several technologies that could play the role of zero-emitting load-following resources (ZELFRs), such
as:

Other technologies will also be important. We continue to explore pumped storage hydro opportunities (a
mature technology), as well as advanced renewables (such as offshore wind and advanced geothermal and
solar), energy efficiency and demand response. 
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